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An algorithm animation (AA) visualizes the behavior of an algorithm by producing an abstraction of both the data and the operations of the algorithm.
Initially it maps the current state of the algorithm into an image, which then
is animated based on the operations between two succeeding states in the algorithm execution. Animating an algorithm allows for better understanding of the
inner workings of the algorithm, furthermore it makes apparent its deﬁciencies
and advantages thus allowing for further optimization.
Price, Baecker and Small [63] distinguish between algorithm animation and
program animation. The ﬁrst term refers to a dynamic visualization of the higherlevel descriptions of software (algorithms) that are later implemented in software.
The second term refers to the use of dynamic visualization techniques to enhance
human understanding of the actual implementation of programs or data structures. Price, Baecker, and Small deﬁne both areas of study to collectively be
a part of Software Visualization (SV). Here in this introduction we loosen this
distinction, i.e., the discussed systems can be subsumed by the terms algorithm
and program animation.
Two extensive anthologies about software visualization were published in
1996 and 1998 [33,78]. Both provide overviews of the ﬁeld. The latter one also
contains revised versions of some seminal papers on classical algorithm animation
systems as well as educational and design topics. Other published articles provide
summaries of diﬀerent aspects of algorithm animation in particular, including
taxonomies [10], the use of abstraction [22], and user interface issues [39]. In this
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introduction we ﬁrst provide a short summary of the historical development of
software visualization, especially algorithm and program visualization. In this
context we concentrate on systems that introduced new concepts.
Next, we survey some newer systems on the basis of four concepts or dimensions: speciﬁcation technique, visualization technique, language paradigm, and
domain speciﬁc animations. Because these systems have been developed more
recently, they usually were not discussed in the aforementioned anthologies. Due
to space limitations, however, the following sections only describe some representative systems, with a particular focus on systems that are presented in the
seven papers of this chapter.

1

Classical Systems and Concepts

Knowlton’s movie [47] about list processing using the programming language L6
was one of the ﬁrst experiments to visualize program behavior with the help of
animation techniques. Other early eﬀorts often focused on aiding teaching [1,44]
including the classic “Sorting Out Sorting” [3,2] that described nine diﬀerent
sorting algorithms and illustrated their respective running times.
Experiences with algorithm animations made by hand and the wide distribution of personal computers with advanced graphical displays in the 1980’s
led to the development of algorithm animation systems. The well known system
Balsa [19,8] introduced the concept of Interesting Events (IE’s) and with it the
binding of several views to the same state. In this approach the key points of
the program are annotated with IE’s by the visualizer (the person who speciﬁes the visualization). When those IE’s are reached during execution, an event,
parameterized with information about the current program state, is sent to the
views. The successor Balsa II [9] was extended with step and break points and
a number of other features. In Zeus [11], Cat [14], and the later Java based
system Jcat [18] the views were distributed on several workstations.
The system Tango [72] implemented the path-transition paradigm [73,77]
that permitted smooth and concurrent animations of state transitions. In its
successor Polka [79], these properties were revised to facilitate easier design of
concurrent animation actions. As a front-end of Polka, an interactive animation interpreter called Samba [75] (including the later Java based Jsamba) was
developed. Samba consisted of a number of parameterized ASCII commands
that performed diﬀerent animation actions. Thus, programs written in any programming language could be animated simply by having them output Samba
commands at interesting event points.
The system Pavane [67] was noteworthy in exploring a declarative animation
paradigm in which program states were mapped to visualization states. The
animation designer simply created this mapping initially, then the program ran
and the appropriate mappings were maintained.
A number of other noteworthy algorithm visualization systems and tools
have been developed over the years. Some of the earlier eﬀorts include systems in
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Smalltalk [52,32], the Aladdin system [45,42], the Movie system [6], animations
for algorithms textbooks [37,38], and the Gaigs system [56].
Recently, a number of new systems have been introduced. Many of these
newer systems were presented at workshops and conferences, including the GI
workshop SV’2000 [27], the First International Program Visualization Workshop
2000 [82] and the Dagstuhl Seminar on Software Visualization 2001 [28]. In the
next four sections, we brieﬂy describe a few of the newer systems, as well as noteworthy earlier systems, with respect to four important dimensions: speciﬁcation
technique, visualization technique, language paradigm, and domain-speciﬁcity.

2

Speciﬁcation Technique

An important practical task in creating algorithm visualizations is to specify how
the visualization is connected or applied to the algorithm. SV researchers have
developed a number of approaches to this problem. In this section we will examine some of the diﬀerent approaches and the systems that use the approaches.
Note that some of the systems could be classiﬁed in several categories.
2.1

Event Driven

The interesting event approach was pioneered by Balsa [19,8] and has been used
in many algorithm animation systems including its successor Zeus [11]. As mentioned above, the visualizer identiﬁes key points in the program and annotates
these with IE’s. Whenever an IE is reached during execution, a parameterized
event is dispatched to the views.
The event-based framework Ganimal [31] oﬀers some new features like alternative interesting events, alternative code blocks, mixing of post-mortem and
live/online algorithm animation, visualization control of loops and recursion,
etc. Annotations are provided by the Ganila language, which are compiled into
Java. The generated code allows the association of meta-information (settings)
with each program point of the algorithm. Consequently a graphical user interface can be used to change these settings at runtime of the animation.
The Animal system [69,68] also utilizes an event-based approach and provides a number of advanced features for animation presentation including dynamic
ﬂexibility of animation mappings, reverse execution, internationalization of animation content, and ﬂexible import and export capabilities.
2.2

State Driven

An alternative approach is to specify a mapping between program and visualization states, usually constructed by the visualizer before program execution. As
discussed above, the Pavane system was an early adopter of this technique [66,
65]. The declarative approach is also utilized by some newer systems. Leonardo
[23,24] is an integrated environment for developing, executing and animating C
programs. Visualizations are speciﬁed by adding declarations written in Alpha,
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a declarative language, to the C program. Leonardo also supports full reversible execution by using a specialized virtual machine that executes the compiled
C program.
Daphnis is an algorithm animation system based on the use of data ﬂow
tracing. Some aspects of abstraction in the visualization are produced fully automatically, but to prepare an animation, it is necessary to supply an external
conﬁguration script that speciﬁes the graphical representation and rules of translation for all the variables to be visualized. To achieve spatial or temporal suppression of unimportant information, a special kind of the Petri net formalism
is applied to describe the process of algorithm execution. The Daphnis system
as well as its theoretical model are discussed further in this chapter [36].
Demetrescu, Finocchi, and Stasko provide a direct comparison of both the
interesting event and state mapping approaches in this chapter [25], identifying
some scenarios where one might be preferable to the other.
2.3

Visual Programming

Another technique for specifying algorithm animations is the use of visual programming techniques. Visual programming (VP) seeks to make programs easier
to specify by using a visual notation for the actual program commands and statements. As a whole, VP is considered to be distinct from SV [63], but such a
graphical notation itself is a kind of statical code/data visualization.
One well-known project to embed animation capabilities into a visual programming language (VPL) is the declarative VPL Forms/3 [20] in which animation is done by maintaining a network of one-way constraints. The developers of
this language integrated an extension of the path-transition paradigm into their
language, resulting in a unique approach to algorithm animation, e.g. a seamless
integration of algorithm animation into the language and on-the-ﬂy exploratory
programming of an algorithm animation.
An area related to VP is programming by demonstration (PbD). In PbD,
a person demonstrates an example or an operation of a task, and the PbDsystem infers a program for this task. Dance [71,76] is a PbD-interface to the
Tango system. After the user demonstrates an animation scenario in a direct
manipulation style graphical editor, the Dance system generates ASCII code
that speciﬁes the animation. This code is then used as input to Tango.
2.4

Automatic Animation

Perhaps the simplest way to specify an animation, at least for the algorithm developer, is to have the animation automatically generated. Total, automatic creation of algorithm animations is extremely diﬃcult however [10], so systems have
provided diﬀering levels of automation to specify algorithm animation. Because
automated animation creation requires little or no eﬀort on the programmer’s
part, this approach is very well-suited to debugging [54].
An early system in this area, Uwpi [43], provided automatic animation by
using a small expert system that chose the visualization for the data structures
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and operations of an algorithm by attempting to infer the abstract data types
used in the program. The system could display abstractions of higher-level data
structures, even though it did not truly “understand” them.
Jeliot is a family of program animation environments some of which support
the semi-automated paradigm by allowing users to deﬁne the visual semantics of
program structures or to select the most adequate ones. One system was exclusively developed for novice programmers. It supports fully automatic animation,
and does not allow any customization of the animation. Ben-Ari, Myller, Sutinen,
and Tarhio give an overview of the Jeliot family and discuss some empirical
evaluations of some of the systems in this chapter [5].
Another technique that ﬁts this category is the use of special pseudo-code
languages in which programmers implement their code, and then the animation
is automatically produced. Algorithma 99 [21] is such an example system.

3

Visualization Technique

One of the most important tasks in SV is the design of the graphical appearance
of a visualization or animation. The display design must address a number of
diﬀerent issues, e.g., what information should be presented, how should this be
done, should there be a focus on the important elements, and so on. Brown and
Hershberger give a good overview of fundamental techniques on this topic [12].
In this introduction we discuss three aspects of visualizing algorithms that have
received much attention lately: 3D Algorithm Animation, Auralization, and Web
Deployment.
3.1

3D Algorithm Animation

There may be several reasons for integrating 3D graphics into an algorithm
animation system. The third dimension can be used for capturing time (history), uniting multiple views, and displaying additional information [16]. Both
the systems Polka [81] and Zeus [15] were extended with 3D graphics versions. Brown and Najork further integrated their earlier work on the platformdependent Zeus3D into the Jcat system. With the resulting Java-based system,
3D animations could be run in any standard web browser [17,55]. The 3D animations were implemented using the object-oriented, scene-graph based graphics
library Java3D (plugin). In the Gasp system, Tal and Dobkin explored 3D animations of computational geometry algorithms also [83]. They created a library
of geometric data types including operations that were furnished with animation
instructions.
3.2

Auralization

In SV, audio can be used to reinforce and replace visual cues, to convey patterns, to identify important events in a stream of data, and to signal exceptional
conditions [13]. Recently the mapping of information to musical sound using
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parameters such as rhythm, harmony, melody or special leitmotifs has been studied.
Caitlin [85] is a preprocessor for Pascal which allows a user to specify an
auralization for each type of program construct (e.g. a FOR statement) on the
basis of a hierarchical leitmotif design. Caitlin does not allow auralization of
data, however. Empirical studies [86] of this system show that novice programmers could interpret the musical auralizations, that musical knowledge had no
signiﬁcant eﬀect on performance, and that, in certain circumstances, musical
auralizations can be used to help locate bugs in programs.
The musical data soniﬁcation toolkit Muse [51] provides ﬂexible data mappings to musical sounds. The data can come from any scientiﬁc source. It is
written for the SGI platform and supports diﬀerent mapping types of data to
sound, like timbre, rhythm, tempo, volume, pitch and harmony.
A similiar system is Faust [88], a framework for algorithm understanding
and soniﬁcation testing. It allows simple mappings of algorithm events to sound
parameters and requires programmers to manually tag events in their algorithms.
Furthermore, the interested programmer can easily change sound synthesis algorithms and add new features and attributes to these algorithms.
3.3

Web Deployment

With the growing use of the World Wide Web as a generic application and display platform, a number of recent algorithm animation systems have focused on
delivery of animations over the Web. The JSamba and JCat systems mentioned earlier are two examples. Other systems presenting animations over the Web
include JHave [57], the Sort Animator [26], Jeliot [41], and Jawaa [62].

4

Language Paradigm

Diﬀerent language paradigms may need diﬀerent abstractions and entities to be
visualized, due to their unique styles of computation and methods for problem
solving. The survey by Oudshoorn, Widjaja, and Ellershaw [59] analyses the
visualization requirements for a variety of programming paradigms and gives a
simple taxonomy of program visualization. In the following section we consider
the most important language paradigms and illuminate some example systems.
4.1

Imperative Programming Languages

The imperative paradigm is based on the procedural approach to solve problems. From this point of view, the developer of an algorithm animation has to
ﬁnd abstractions of variables, data structures, procedures/functions and control
structures. The Balsa system [9] exempliﬁes this paradigm.
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Functional Programming Languages

The most signiﬁcant abstractions for functional languages are functions and data
structures. A textual browser to view the trace of the evaluation of a lazy functional language is discussed in [87]. The system facilitates navigating over a trace
and it can be used as a debugging tool or as a pedagogical aid in understanding
how lazy evaluation works.
The Kiel System [7] is an interactively controlled computer system for the
execution of ﬁrst-order functional programs written in a simple subset of Standard ML. In contrast to the prior discussed system, it oﬀers ways to visualize
the evaluation process.
A formal model of traversing graphical traces of lazy functional programs is
introduced by Foubister [35]. This model provides the visual representation of
graph reduction by template instantiation, and solves some problems in displaying the reduction, e.g., the large size of the graphs or their planarity.
4.3

Object-Oriented Programming Languages

The object-oriented paradigm has much in common with the imperative language paradigm. As a consequence, visualizations of object-oriented programs
typically consider abstractions of objects, including inter-object communication,
in addition to the above-mentioned abstractions for imperative languages.
One of the papers in the following chapter [58] deals with solutions for the
endemic problem of aliasing within object-oriented programs, i.e., a particular
object can be referred to by any number of other objects via its reference. This
fact may be unknown to the algorithm animation system and can cause problems
for animations. The paper discusses analysis of the program to determine the
extent of aliasing as well as a visualization of ownership trees of objects in Java
programs.
Scene [48] automatically produces scenario diagrams (event trace diagrams)
for existing object-oriented systems. This tool does not provide visualization of
the message ﬂow in an object-oriented program, but by means of an active text
framework it allows the user to browse several kinds of associated documents,
such as source code, class interfaces or diagrams, and call matrices.
4.4

Logical Programming Languages

In logic programs, the interesting abstractions are clauses and uniﬁcation. One
of the classic systems for visualizing logic programs is the Transparent Prolog
Machine Tpm [34]. It uses an AND/OR tree model of the search space and the
execution of the logic program is shown as a DFS search. Another system for
presenting logic programs was discussed by Senay and Lazzeri [70].

5

Domain Speciﬁc Animations

The search for adequate abstractions of the speciﬁc properties of a particular domain, e.g., realtime algorithms, can be a challenge when animating algorithms in
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such a focused domain. To ﬁnd such abstractions, knowledge regarding the types
of objects and operations that are dominant in the special domain is necessary.
Often, general algorithm animation systems can be used to build domain-speciﬁc
animations, but the eﬀort can be extensive and much more involved than that
required for a more narrowly-focused system.
Tal presents a conceptual model for developing algorithm animation systems
for constraint domains in this chapter [84]. She illuminates the practical implementation of this model on the basis of a few example systems, e.g., the Gasp
system, mentioned earlier.
5.1

Computational Geometry

In computational geometry, the task of ﬁnding abstractions of the data can be
relatively easy if the program data contains positional information. Hence, it can
be displayed without complicated transformation.
A generic tool for the interactive visualization of geometric algorithms is
GeoWin discussed by Bäsken and Näher in this chapter [4]. It is a C++ data
type which can be interfaced with algorithmic software libraries such as LEDA.
The Evega system [46] is a Java-based visualization environment for graph
algorithms and oﬀers a set of features to create and edit graphs, to display
visualizations and to perform comparisons of diﬀerent algorithms. Furthermore,
it supports a relatively straightforward implementation of new algorithms by
class extension.
5.2

Concurrent Programs

The animation of concurrent programs, which are typically very complex and
large, must address a number of problems with regard to data collection, data
display and program execution. Some problems encountered are inherently visual, e.g., a cycle in a resource allocation graph corresponds to a deadlock situation. Other problems can be a non-deterministic occurrence of a bug in program
execution, which requires a clever visualization of the concurrent program. For
an overview of systems for visualizing concurrent programs, see [49].
The event-based Parade environment [74] supports the design and implementation of animations of parallel and distributed programs. Interesting events
may be received via program calls, through pipes or read from a ﬁle, similar to
the aforementioned Samba interpreter. A particular component of the system
gathers the events for each processor or process and allows the user to manipulate the order of these events, e.g. chronologically or logically [50]. The Polka
animation system is used in Parade to build the graphical views.
Vade [53] is a client-server based system for visualizing algorithms in a distributed environment. It provides libraries that facilitate the automatic generation
of visualizations, and supports web page creation for the ﬁnal animation. Furthermore, Vade oﬀers synchronization methods that maintain consistency.
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Real-Time Animation

Some domains, such as network protocols, need to represent exact timing relationships in the underlying program or algorithm. Polka-Rc [80] is an extension of Polka with features for real-time animation, i.e., animation actions of
precise timings, initiations and durations. It also provides a ﬂexible multiprocess mapping between program and visualization. More precisely in Polka-Rc
the program and its animation run as separate processes and communicate via
sockets.
The Jotsa system [64] is a Java package for performing interactive webbased algorithm animations (especially for network protocols). It supports exact
time animation, multiple independent synchronized views, panning, zooming and
linking of collections of objects. In addition it has facilities for animation of userdeﬁned event-driven and timer-driven simulations of network protocols.
5.4

Computational Models

Another domain of interest to algorithm animators is the animation of computational models of formal languages, sets, relations, and functions. These models
are typically for mathematical reasoning, not for programming of real hardware
and real applications.
Jflap [40] is a tool for creating and simulating several kinds of automata, i.e.
ﬁnite automata, pushdown automata and Turing machines, and for converting
representations of languages from one form to another. Jflap is written in Java
and has been used both in and outside of the classroom.
Diehl and Kerren [29] discuss how generation of visualizations of computational models and the visualization of the generation process itself increase
exploration. Four approaches of increased exploration in formal language theory
and compiler design are introduced and each approach is exempliﬁed by an implemented system. As an example of such a system, the authors characterize
GaniFa [30], a Java applet for the visual generation and animated simulation
of ﬁnite automata.
5.5

Animation of Proofs

A relatively unexplored area is the visualization of proofs in theoretical computer
science education. An example is Scapa [60,61] a system for the animation of
structured calculational proofs. This system generates both an HTML document
(with the help of a converter) and a Java ﬁle from a proof written in LATEX. The
visualizer has to extend and modify these ﬁles. The proof animation is ﬁnally
created by using an extended version of the Lambada tool, which is a Java-based
reimplementation of Samba.

6

Conclusion

Much progress has been made in the ﬁeld of Algorithm Animation since the ﬁrst
ﬁlms motivating the ﬁeld, such as Sorting Out Sorting, were made. In this chapter
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introduction, we have highlighted a number of the landmark systems that have
been developed in the area, plus we have surveyed some new developments. A
brief introduction like this, however, is in no way a comprehensive overview of
the ﬁeld. We encourage the reader to use this introduction and the articles in
this chapter as a starting point for exploring other research and creating new
systems and techniques.
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